performances. [2] [3] [4] [5] This article focuses on caching in two widely used types of systems-distributed shared memory and proxy server systems-and stresses the main similarities and differences between these systems with regard to caching issues. This identifies possible caching mechanisms that we can improve by studying corresponding mechanisms on other types of systems.
Terms
DSM caching has been an active research area since the early 1980s and proxy caching from the early 1990s. 6 In spite of the similarities between DSM and proxy caching, there are several remarkable differences that we can study from the point of view of the three major system layers: architecture, organization, and design.
In this article, the term architecture refers to the system's functional structure, visible to the assembly language programmer or the compiler. The term organization refers to how we can structure the global system to implement the characteristics the architecture imposes. Organization is transparent to the programmer; and there are many organizations for a given architecture. Finally, the term design is a concept closely related to implementation and technology; it refers to the internal structure of a given system resource. There are several designs in each organization.
Criteria
The given criteria are not fully orthogonal because some criteria are related to others. We labeled each criterion according to the system layer that it belongs to: architecture (A), organization (O), or design (D). Criteria identifying properties of the application that use the system are labeled as property.
GRANULARITY (O)
Both DSM and proxy systems must carry out actions to maintain the shared data's coherence. We refer to the basic data-item size used in these actions as granularity, and the granularity level can vary a great deal among these systems. In DSM systems, the granularity level can be 1 byte, a word, a page, or a data structure. Granularity sizes in DSM systems mainly depend on their implementation. Hardware DSM solutions typically support smaller grain size (word or cache line), and software DSM solutions support coarse grain sizes (page or complex data structures). In proxy cache systems, granularity is variable in size-it ranges from bytes to megabytes.
REMOVAL POLICY (D)
In an ideal system (DSM or proxy), all the referenced data would fill the cache. Unfortunately, in a real system, the cache capacity is not large enough to place all the referenced data, so we need removal policies. These policies exploit data localities to improve performances.
In DSM, the classic LRU (least recently used) policy is a common approach because of its performance and easy implementation. In proxy cache systems, we take into account many other parameters-such as the frequency of use, download time, and document size-for placement and replacement policies. Thus, we can obtain more complex policies such as the LRU-MIN and LRU-HOLD. 7 Understanding these removal proxy mechanisms might help us improve DSM cache policies.
SHARING MODE (A)
In DSM, we can classify the sharing or write mode according to the number of copies of the same data allowed in different nodes. Classification approaches are Proxy systems use the MRSW approach, which is commonly used in DSM systems; however, newer DSMs increasingly use the MRMW approach. 8 Because the coherence maintenance solution strongly depends on the number of writers, coherence maintenance mechanisms in the newer DSM systems are more complex and expensive to implement than in proxy systems.
CONSISTENCY (A)
Consistency refers to a specific kind of memory coherence, and we can define it with the memory operation sequence observed by each system processor or client. In DSM, the solutions vary from relaxed to strict models. Strict consistency models typically increase the number of coherence operations and consequently the network traffic.
The proxy consistency models 9 use the MRSW approach, so the related mechanisms are simpler than in DSM.
In both systems, we can classify consistency models as producer-initiated (PI) or consumer-initiated (CI), 10, 11 depending on the processor that initiates the processing activities and data transactions.
COHERENCE INITIATIVE (D)
Coherence policy determines how to keep all the shared data copies up to date. Two classic approaches are write-update and write-invalidate. Both are strongly linked with the system granularity; thus, the update policy is often used in finegrain systems and write-invalidate in coarse-grain systems.
In DSM systems, invalidate-based coherence and prefetching mechanisms are typically based on CI approaches; data forwarding, update-based coherence, and locks are typically PI approaches. 11 In proxy cache systems, validation checks, proxy invalidate, and time-to-live are CI approaches; update and callback are PI approaches. All these techniques help determine whether files should be cached, removed, or validated. 12 
LATENCY BANDWIDTH (D)
Bandwidth refers to the maximum rate the interconnection network can propagate information once the message gets on the network. Sometimes, we use the term throughput to mean the network bandwidth delivered to an application. The time that a message spends in the interconnection network, without including the related overhead, is latency.
A DSM system has a number of highly tuned computer nodes connected by a scalable interconnection network that must offer short latency and high bandwidth. Although latency and bandwidth are mainly technology dependent, we can use latency-tolerating techniques such as prefetching schemes and relaxed memory consistency models.
The perceived latency in proxy cache systems comes from both the server and the network. Although we can easily solve server latency by using faster computers or disk systems or a larger memory size, network latency is difficult to maintain under limits. This is because it depends on several parameters such as bandwidth, distance, network congestion, traffic characteristics, and roundtrip times.
Trying to scale the bandwidth to keep up with client demand is an expensive strategy in wide-area networks. Therefore, we can use prefetching techniques to improve proxy latency. Although prefetching techniques can improve the total latency the client observes, they can also dramatically increase the total bandwidth consumed-which happens with DSM. So, we must base these techniques on performance studies and use them carefully.
LOCALITY TYPES (PROPERTY)
To reduce the domain gap between processor and memory technology, the concept of cache memory has emerged. We can exploit the locality property present in data and instructions to achieve the cache's efficiency. Locality types are spatial and temporal-spatial locality means that data or instructions to be used are probably "near" the running instruction or data being used. In traditional systems, spatial locality is exploited using larger cache blocks and prefetching mechanisms. Temporal locality means that there is a high probability that data or instructions will be reused in the near future. This locality is traditionally exploited by using cache hierarchy and removal policies that keep the most recently used data or instructions in the cache.
In proxy cache, spatial locality is likely to appear because the client usually maintains the first level integrated into the browser.
In DSM systems, in addition to these locality types, additional locality types such as the processor locality or access pattern locality exist as well.
In proxy cache, geographical locality is similar to processor locality using parallel applications in DSM. This implies that an object accessed by a client is likely to be accessed by neighboring clients in a relatively short time. The server can use global information, such as network topology and access patterns, to distribute its objects over other geographically distributed servers to improve performances.
SYSTEM POSITION (O)
Unlike DSM, we use caching in two ways on the Web: the client and the proxy caches. The former stores documents requested by the user, and the latter stores those requested by a community. In this way, the proxy cache behaves like a second level cache; thus, after the initial client loading time, the number of requests tends to decline.
Another underlying point to consider is that we can hierarchically configure proxy cache systems so that supporting parent-child and sibling relations connected to a high-speed network can reduce bandwidth demand and the load on Internet server sites. In comparison, DSM systems are not hierarchically organized.
BEARING IN MIND the similarities between DSM and proxy caching, it seems realistic to adapt such algorithms from DSM to proxy caching, or vice versa. However, before improving one of the systems by studying the corresponding mechanism on the other, we must first study the viability the different natures of both systems causes.
Similarities are a double-edged sword. By selecting the cutting edge, we can find a good new solution; but selecting the wrong edge, we can uncover new problems.
